
Addition and Subtraction Command Cards

900 + cards designed to accompany the 
Montessori math materials in place value, 
fact work, and abstraction.  Suitable for 

1st and 2nd level students. *

*Laminate only for an extra $150.00

Not Laminated and Cut          $197.00
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*Laminate only for an extra $150.00

Not Laminated and Cut          $197.00

Multiplication and Division Command Cards
600 + command cards designed to accompany 
Montessori math materials in place value, fact

work and abstraction.  Suitable for 2nd and
3rd level students. *
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Decimal Board Mat and Command Cards

Sewn on 100% multi-colored cotton with command
cards and color copied numeral cards to introduce
the composing of decimal numbers.  Suitable for

3rd and 4th level students.

Laminated and Cut         

Not Laminated and Cut          $164.00

Laminated and Cut          $178.00

Not Laminated and Cut          $103.00
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Geometry Command Cards and Labels, 6-9

New!  Command cards and labels to accompany
the geometry cabinet and constructive triangles.

Also, includes geometry games and matrix.



Decimal Fractions Command Cards

Operation, concept and practice cards for add, 
subtract, multiply and divide of decimal fractions.

Word problems for ratio and percentage.  Includes
placement test and timed test for ratio and

percentage.  9-12 class

Not Laminated and Cut          $231.00
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Practice/Word Problem Task Cards

Static and dynamic equations in addition, subtraction,
multiplication and division; word problems on the back

of each card to match the level of equations.

Laminated and Cut    $304.00

Not Laminated and Cut          $161.00

Laminated and Cut          $231.00

Not Laminated and Cut          $129.00
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Fraction Task Cards, 6-9
New!  Task cards to add, subtract, and multiply like
denominators, divide by whole number, equivalence
and finding the common denominator.  This new set

has word problems on the back for 1st, 2nd, 3rd level
students.
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Fraction Task Cards, 9-12

85 cards printed on white card stock with colored
borders.

Laminated and Cut          $222.00

Not Laminated and Cut          $80.00

Laminated and Cut          $495.00

Not Laminated and Cut          $220.00
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Geometry Command Cards, 9-12

Printed on white cardstock with colored borders.
Includes Area of a Rhombus, Area of a Kite,

Area of a Common Quadrilateral, Area of a Trapezium
Area of a Sector, Area of a Regular Polygon, 

Volume of a Sphere, Command Cards
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Geometry Control Charts

33 control charts for nomenclature used with upper
levels.  Colored, laminated on 7 mil.

Laminated and Cut          $187.00

Not Laminated and Cut          $63.00

Laminated and Cut          $215.00

Not Laminated and Cut          $97.00
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Money Activities

Activities for 6-9 students with names and values
of coins, counting, exchanging money, and word

problems.  To be stored in drawer cabinets.  
New Look Coming Soon!
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Measurement Command Cards

Activities to introduce measurement, temperature,
volume, length, and weight.  Set of measurement
research cards.  Metric and customary systems

are introduced.

Laminated and Cut          $283.00

Not Laminated and Cut          $107.00

Not Laminated and Cut          $108.00
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Checkerboard Mat

Sewn on 100% cotton (quilted)
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Checkerboard Decimal Mat

Sewn on 100% cotton (quilted)

Not Laminated and Cut          $108.00

Not Laminated and Cut          $129.00
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Math Mat
3-color quilted cotton mat for introduction to 

golden bead material, composing numbers, and 
operation work to be used in early childhood class.
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Math Task Cards, 9-12

Includes binomials, squares, square roots, cubing,
and cube roots. This set of cards includes Historical Math, 

Math Exploration, Advanced Math, Base Work,
Math Practice Cards

Laminated and Cut    $215.00

Not Laminated and Cut          $92.00

Not Laminated and Cut          $21.00
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Timed Tests

Timed tests for addition, subtraction, multiplication and 

division.  Suitable for 1st - 3rd levels.



Geometry Template

Lucite template of 6 triangles needed for 9-12
geometry work.  Comes covered for protection.

Not Laminated and Cut          $12.00
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